Narrow Shelving unit QUADRA for DVDs or books, cherry wood, with 8-tiers of glass (Art# 624
https://www.woodandmore.de/narrow-shelving-unit-quadra-for-dvds-or-books,-cherry-wood,-with-8-tiers-of-glass__6240.htm
Price per item: 359.40 €
(incl. VAT, excl. Shipping)
Wood / Finish / Color
cherry wood; glass clear
cherry wood; glass sat. [+50.00EUR]

Size
B/H/T 50 x 198 x 20 cm (front edge glass panes)
Intermediate tier-height 24cm
Inner length from frame to frame 43 cm
height of 1st glass tier ca. 15cm
Delivery content
1 Shelving unit inkl. funiture feet, assembly instructions,
assembly materials (Delivery without decoration)
Material
DVD shelf / bookcase made of solid cherry wood timber
squares and aluminum tubes, which form a stable frame
mounted to the wall. 8 ESG glass panes - safety glass with a
thickness of 0.8 cm - are embedded in deep grooves in this
shelf frame. The shelf is mounted on the wall using
concealed fittings. Another highlight of the QUADRA
shelving unit made of wood are the adjustable furniture feet,
which can compensate for unevenness in the floor.
The wood surface is finely sanded and treated with a satin
clear varnish.
Usage
The glass shelves with a depth of 20cm are specially
designed for DVDs and paperbacks. Therefore, this variant
is particularly suitable as a representative living room shelf
for DVDs or as a bookcase.
Capacity
The narrow QUADRA shelving unit holds approx. 220
normal DVD cases (normal-sized single cases) and approx.
340 CDs (jewel cases). The individual glass shelves of the
wooden shelf can be loaded evenly with approximately 15kg
each. Total load: max. 120kg
Extras / Special
The special feature of the Quadra DVD shelf, reduced to the
essentials, is the filigree, but extremely stable construction.
The high-quality materials - solid wood, aluminum and glass
- are deliberately set in contrast and let the QUADRA
bookcase unfold its full effect as a modern shelf unit with
classic elements.
Weight including packing material in kg
35.00
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